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This review incorporates the new features 
and upgrades released already for March 
and April with planned features for May 
and June 2019. In these releases; Users 
will see great improvements made to many 
features across all module areas with 
mobile functionality. The monthly releases 
are generally available on the 20th of the 
month but are dependent on each App 
Stores approval.

Released (March / April 2019)

ECSC: Employee Central Service Center for 
Employee 

For EC Service Center (Ask HR) customers, this 
new functionality provides a flexible way to 
leverage the Service Center solution for HR 
Knowledge Base, Queries and Tickets across 
mobile with a consistent user experience to the 
web application. 

The solution gives employees multiple 
approaches to obtain answers to their HR-
related questions with the mobile application 
providing the following capabilities: 

• Create a new HR ticket

• Search & Filter for My HR tickets 

• View, Edit & Reply my HR tickets

• Contact your HR Service Center by making a 
  phone call or sending an email.

Mobile

- James Clough
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Learning (Android) Open Content Network

For Learning customers who are using an Open 
Content Network (OCN) provider for external 
learning content to search, find and assign the 
external content, this feature provides users 
the possibility to view the external content 
in their Assignment list as well as launching 
and completing courses. It eases the use of 
the SuccessFactors learning application for 
organizations with open content network. 

The following list of OCN providers have been 
tested and verified by the SAP SF Mobile Team; 
HarvardMM(with SSO), OpenSesame(with SSO), 
LinkedIn Learning and OpenHCI. For providers 
not listed; they may not be rendered for mobile 
content, so issues should be sent to them 
directly.   

Other Minor Enhancements 

Area Description OS

Performance Management Improve user experience by 
supporting cache on iOS client 

iOS

https://www.linkedin.com/company/zalaris-uk&i/
https://zalaris.co.uk/
https://twitter.com/Zalaris_UKI
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Performance Management The PM Form header now 
includes key form information 
such as form owner and due 
date.

Android

Goals If default value is defined in the 
Goal Plan Template, the value 
will be displayed in the relevant 
fields on mobile when adding a 
new goal.

iOS & Android

Learning The SuccessFactors app head-
er will be hidden so that con-
tent can be displayed in true 
full-screen mode.

iOS

EC Time and Attendance Time Off users can view their 
Declined Requests under the 
All Absences and Holidays 
section.

iOS & Android

EC Time and Attendance Time Off users can display Bal-
ances as of a specific date.

iOS

EC Time and Attendance Time Off users can submit Half-
Day Time Off requests for time 
profiles that are configured to 
record in clock time.

Android

EC Time and Attendance Timesheet users can record 
Allowances & On-Call times.

iOS & Android

Search & Org Chart 30. Show indicators for con-
tingent workers in Search and 
Org Chart

iOS & Android

Search & Org Chart Show indicators for employees 
on global assignment or those 
with concurrent employments in 
Search and OrgChart

iOS

Upcoming Enhancements (May / June 
2019)

Looking ahead there are also some major 
enhancements coming up in the next few 
months for Recruiting, Time, Learning and 
Performance. 

Recruiting: Job Requisition Approval (iOS)

This provides the ability for Managers to review 
and edit Job Requisition Approvals. They can 
approve, delegate and decline directly from an 
Apple mobile device, with easy access to the 
relevant Job Requisition information. 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/zalaris-uk&i/
https://zalaris.co.uk/
https://twitter.com/Zalaris_UKI
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Time and Attendance: Time Sheet Approval 
(Android)

Managers will be able to approve, delegate 
and decline time sheets on Android, and 
with this provide the user with an upgraded 
experience. Relevant information from the 
timesheet is easily accessible through this view 
so managers can take advised actions.

Learning 

With progression continually made across 
the mobile learning industry as a whole, 
SuccessFactors look to focus on providing an 

up to date look and feel, useful features and 
in turn further enhancing users experience in 
Mobile.

Redesign of Learning Item Details to support 
Cover Pages (iOS)

The Learning Item Details page will be 
redesigned to support item cover pages with 
a better user experience for learning users. 
Highlights include:

• Tabbed design so that users can easily 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/zalaris-uk&i/
https://zalaris.co.uk/
https://twitter.com/Zalaris_UKI
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  navigate between the cover page, the 
  description and the additional item detail 
  fields for an item

• Display of additional fields within the item 
  details screen including: Contact Hours, CPE 
  Hours, Length, and Assignment Type

• Re-organization of primary and secondary 
  actions for items

Talent/Learning: Create Achievement 
& Activities based on Learning Courses 
(Android) 

SuccessFactors look to introduce this Mobile-
first feature that creates an integration 
between Learning and Continuous 
Performance Management (CPM). With this 
integration the need to navigate between 
tabs to add CPM items from a Learning item 
is removed and as such improves the user 
experience for Mobile users. 

Learning users will be able to:

• Create CPM Activities from the item details 
  screen of Learning items added to My 
  Assignments 

• Prompt user to create a CPM Activity when 
  assigning an item from Learning Catalog 

• Delete CPM Activities created from Learning 
  Assignments if the employee removes the 
  learning assignment 

• Create CPM Achievements from the history 
  details screen of successfully completed 
  Learning items 

• From CPM Activity & Achievement screens, 
  display that the activity and/or achievement 
  has been created via a Learning item 

Continuous Feedback: View Sent Feedback 
Requests & Status (iOS & Android)

https://twitter.com/Zalaris_UKI
https://www.linkedin.com/company/zalaris-uk&i/
https://zalaris.co.uk/


• Employees will be able to view the 
  feedback requests they have sent and their 
  corresponding status.

• Managers will be able to view the feedback 
  requests they have sent to their direct   
  reports. 

Performance Management: Section Weight & 

Item Weight (iOS & Android)

Mobile users will be able to manage section & 
item weight in the forms (if permissions allow). 
View and edit weight in the following sections: 
Performance Goal, Development Goal and 
Competency. This fills a gap between mobile 
and the web version.      

Planned Minor Enhancements

Area Description OS

Development Goals Development Goal to respect 
Mobile Feature Switch under 
Admin Center > Enable Mobile 
Features > Module > Talent > 
Career Development Goal

Android

Continuous Performance 
Management 

CPM to Respect Target 
Population Configuration in 
RBP, so that users will be 
able to set access permission 
with CPM content to target 
population (self & DRs).

iOS & Android

Learning Deep links to Learning History 
and Questionnaire Survey 
details will be supported in 
the Mobile application so that 
users will be able to click the 
link and navigate directly to the 
Learning History screen and the 
Questionnaire Survey details 
screen, respectively.

iOS & Android

Recruiting Push Notification for RCM 
Scenarios including: 

iOS & Android

EC Time and Attendance Timesheet users can view and 
submit partial 

iOS

EC Time and Attendance Timesheet users can amend 
their Timesheets

iOS

Conclusion

Mobile device features and functionality are 
continually moving forward across all areas, 
to align with the web application capability. 

This is important since Mobile first approaches 
are fast becoming the general expectation of a 
cloud solution.
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How Can We Help?

Zalaris excels in delivering comprehensive HR and payroll services across the UK, Northern Europe,
the Baltics and Poland. Our industry leadership position, however, goes beyond the borders and
constraints of other providers to enable what matters most to our clients: maximising the value of
human capital through excellence in HR processes.

• Scoping Services - for if you are thinking of moving to the HCM Cloud but are unsure of where to
   start.

• Support Services - for if you are already using SAP SuccessFactors and want a flexible support
   partner.

• Release Management Services - for if you are struggling to take advantage of the quarterly
   innovations in SAP SuccessFactors.

• Business Process Services - for if you are looking for operational support with your HCM processes.

• Training Services - for if you are not getting the most out your SuccessFactors system.

http://zalaris.co.uk/offices/

